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Abstract

User
你好
(Hello)

Most of the open-domain dialogue models tend
to perform poorly in the setting of long-term
human-bot conversations. The possible reason
is that they lack the capability of understanding
and memorizing long-term dialogue history information. To address this issue, we present a
novel task of Long-term Memory Conversation
(LeMon) and then build a new dialogue dataset
DuLeMon and a dialogue generation framework PLATO-LTM with a Long-Term Memory (LTM) mechanism. This LTM mechanism
enables our system to accurately extract and
continuously update long-term persona memory without requiring multiple-session dialogue
datasets for model training. To our knowledge,
this is the first attempt to conduct real-time dynamic management of persona information of
both parties, including the user and the bot. Results on DuLeMon indicate that PLATO-LTM
can significantly outperform baselines in terms
of long-term dialogue consistency, leading to
better dialogue engagingness 1 .

叫我小张就行
(Just call me Xiaozhang)

• 我特别喜欢电视剧
(I really like TV series)

Remember

我叫小明，你在干啥呢
(I’m Xiaoming, what are you doing)
我在看电视呢，我特别喜欢电视剧
(I’m watching TV, I really like TV series)

Remember

Chatbot Persona Memory
• 我叫小明 (I’m Xiaoming)
• ……

After multiple sessions
小张，好久不见！
(Long time No See, Xiaozhang!)

Trigger

最近又看电视剧了吗
(Have you watched TV series recently? )

Trigger

是啊，好久不见！
(Yeah, long time!)

Figure 1: A sample of long-term conversation with
memory. At first, the chat partner is not familiar with
each other, so the goal is to get to know each other;
Then, after multiple sessions, the chatbot already has a
certain understanding and memory of the user’s persona
and its own persona, making the deep chat possible.

Introduction

Persona is crucial for open-domain dialogue systems to establish long-term intimacy with users
(Huang et al., 2020). Existing persona dialogue
datasets such as PersonaChat (Zhang et al., 2018;
Dinan et al., 2019) and models (Li et al., 2016a;
Zhang et al., 2017; Qian et al., 2018) have greatly
facilitated the chatbot with configurable and persistent personalities.
Nevertheless, current open-domain dialogue systems still cannot build a long-term connection with
humans. The possible reason is that they lack the
capability of understanding and memorizing longterm dialogue history information, which we called
∗

User Persona Memory
• 叫我小张就行
(Just call me Xiaozhang)

你好，怎么称呼？
(Hello, what’s your name?)

……

1

Chatbot

Equal contribution. The work was done when Zhibin
Gou and Shihang Wang were doing internship at Baidu.
1
Our data and codes are released at https:
//github.com/PaddlePaddle/Research/tree/
master/NLP/ACL2022-DuLeMon

long-term persona ability. Remembering and actively utilizing the user’s persona increases engagingness and contributes to long-term friendships between chatbot and user (Campos et al., 2018). Without this ability, the current state-of-the-art models,
such as Meena (Adiwardana et al., 2020), Blender
(Roller et al., 2021), and PLATO (Bao et al., 2020),
tend to talk to people like strangers in long-term
conversations.
Despite the importance and challenge of utilizing long-term persona in open-domain dialogue, as
far as we know, the long-term persona ability of
large-scale models is less studied due to a lack of
both task design and corresponding dataset. Previous long-term persona dialogue systems (Kim et al.,
2014; Bang et al., 2015) are mainly rule-based systems without large-scale pre-training models, in
which researchers proposed various episodic memory architectures to extract, store and manage rel-
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evant facts in prior interactions for use in future
dialogs (Campos et al., 2018).
In addition, existing persona conversation
datasets (Zhang et al., 2018; Dinan et al., 2019;
Zheng et al., 2019) focus only on the consistency
of the chatbot’s own persona and ignore the memory and utilization of the user’s persona. And they
all set fixed persona that cannot be updated during
the chat. Recently, Xu et al. (2021) proposed MSC
dataset as a multi-session extension of PersonaChat,
and its sessions are additionally annotated with
summaries of important personal points. Similar
to the previous episodic memory architecture, Xu
et al. (2021) summarize and recall previous conversations for future dialogue generation. The stored
documents in MSC will not be dynamically modified and will increase infinitely as the conversation
progresses. Furthermore, the retrieval-augmented
generative models rely on a long-session conversation dataset for training, which is expensive and
difficult to annotate.
To address the limitations of existing models and
the above issues, we defines the LeMon (Longterm Memory Conversation) task and propose a
new dataset named DuLeMon, which focuses not
only on the consistency of the bot’s own persona
but also on the active construction and utilization
of the user’s persona in a long-term interaction (ie.
mutual persona). We demonstrate an example dialogue in DuLeMon in Figure 1. In DuLeMon,
we assume that the two speakers have previously
interacted with each other and that the chatbot remembers part of the user’s persona. Besides, both
the user and chatbot grounding persona are annotated in each utterance.
Based on our collected dataset, we carefully design a novel PLATO-LTM framework for the longterm persona dialogue setting by adding a plug-andplay long-term memory (LTM) to the state-of-theart open-domain dialogue model (Bao et al., 2020).
It enables us to study long-term persona conversations without relying on the long-session dataset.
PLATO-LTM can extract both parties’ persona information from the conversation in real time, write
it to persona memory respectively, and retrieve both
parties’ persona information from memory to generate responses. The PLATO-LTM framework consists of three modules: (1) Persona Extractor (PE):
The memory is updated by filtering irrelevant information and extracting persona sentences through
a classifier. (2) Long-Term Memory (LTM): Two

separated long-term memories store the explicit
persona information of interlocutors. (3) Generation Module: We use the large-scale model and the
retrieved persona sentences of the user and chatbot
are directly concatenated with dialogue context as
model input.
Our major contributions are as follows:
(1) We firstly propose the long-term persona chat
task LeMon for Chinese long-term conversations. Our proposed DuLeMon dataset is also
the largest multi-turn Chinese mutual persona
chat dataset currently available.
(2) We proposed a PLATO-LTM framework that
extracts and remembers both user’s and the
chatbot’s persona in real time, enabling the
chatbot to have long-term persona dialogue
without training on long-session data.
(3) Automatic and human evaluation show that
our method significantly improves the consistency of the state-of-the-art in long conversations, making the response more engaging
while ensuring coherency.

2

Related Work

Persona Dialogue: As described in Huang et al.
(2020), there is much work related to persona dialogue. Generally speaking, these works can be
divided into implicit persona models and explicit
persona models. In the implicit model, the persona
is represented in the form of the semantic persona
vector. Kim et al. (2014) proposed a retrieval-based
method to integrate persona and user interests into
the dialogue system. Because these models are implicit methods, they are not easy to interpret and
control in target response generation. In Qian et al.
(2018), an explicit persona model is proposed to
generate consistent responses for given persona information. The persona information of the machine
includes name, gender, hobbies, and so on. In this
way, the given persona information can be better
used for model generation. There are also many
persona chat datasets that have been constructed to
develop models, as shown in Table 1. In particular,
the introduction of the PersonaChat (Zhang et al.,
2018; Dinan et al., 2019) dataset has extensively
promoted the development of this field where the
crowd-workers are simply asked to "chat with the
other person naturally and try to get to know each
other." However, the user’s persona was unknown
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Dataset

Persona

Mutual

# Dialogues

Language

Multi-turn

PersonaChat (Zhang et al., 2018)
PersonalDialog (Zheng et al., 2019)
XPersona (Lin et al., 2020)
PEC (Zhong et al., 2020)
PCR (Mazaré et al., 2018)
MSC (Xu et al., 2021)

Text
Structure
Text
Text
Text
Text

✗
✗
✗
✗
✗
✓

10,907
20,830,000
16,878
355,000
700,000,000
5,001

English
Chinese
Multilingual
English
English
English

Yes
part
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

DuLeMon (Ours)

Text

✓

27,501

Chinese

Yes

Table 1: Comparison of our dataset DuLeMon with other datasets.

to the bot, so the dialogue was like strangers exchanging information. In contrast, our proposed
DuLeMon dataset requires the chatbot to actively
remember and use the user’s persona to improve
conversational engagements and increase the intimacy between interlocutors in long-term interactions.
Dialogue Model with External Memory: As described in Lim (2012), there are various memory
models used by the rule-based dialogue systems. In
Bang et al. (2015), user-related information is memorized and used to rewrite the response. In Elvir
et al. (2017), a unified episodic memory architecture for Embodied Conversational Agents (ECAs)
is proposed. They describe a process that determines the prevalent contexts in the conversations
obtained from the interactions. In Campos et al.
(2018), the authors introduce an agent that uses
its conversational memory to revisit shared history
with users to maintain a coherent social relationship over time. However, they find it challenging
to leverage the shared history with individual users
and hard to accommodate expected conversational
coordination patterns. Apart from studies in rulebased dialogue systems mentioned above, Xu et al.
(2021) shows how large-scale pre-training generative dialogue models trained on existing datasets
perform poorly in the long-term conversation setting and proposes a new extended English conversation dataset, entitled Multi-Session Chat (MSC).
Different from them, our novel dataset DuLeMon
does not rely on long sessions with high collection
costs to study long-term memory problems in the
persona chat, with significant differences in task
design and data collection.

3

Data Collection

Task Definition. Given dialogue context c =
{u1 , s1 , u2 , s2 , ..., ut−1 , st−1 , ut } , where u and
s represent the user and the chatbot respectively.
Each speaker has its corresponding persona descrip-

tion that consists of a set of sentences, we define
the user persona as ρu = {ρu1 , ρu2 , ..., ρum }, and the
chatbot persona as ρs = {ρs1 , ρs2 , ..., ρsn }. Given
the dialogue context c, user persona ρu and chatbot persona ρs , we are interested in finding the
corresponding persona and predicting the chatbot
response st .
To support our task, we collect and release a
new dataset, entitled DuLeMon. In DuLeMon, the
chatbot actively remembers and reasonably uses
what the user has said about their persona while
maintaining consistency in its persona, allowing the
conversation to proceed more deeply. In a nutshell,
our DuLeMon dataset has two essential features:
During the conversation, the chatbot can see the
persona of both parties; the other is that the persona
associated with the response is explicitly annotated
in our dataset. Unlike the PersonaChat dataset, the
setting in DuLeMon is that one speaker plays the
role of a chatbot, and the other plays the user’s
role. We elaborate on the construction process of
the dataset as the following.
(1) Persona collection: The persona is mainly
from the translation and rewriting of persona in
PersonaChat. The chatbot’s persona is only visible
to itself, and the chatbot can use its persona information to chat with the user, as shown in Figure
2. The user’s persona contains two parts: persona
that the chatbot already knows and persona that the
chatbot does not know. The first part is the user’s
persona that the chatbot has learned through historical conversations. This part is randomly selected
from multiple personas of each user. The chatbot
needs to use this information to guide the conversation during the chat process. It should be noted that
in order to simulate the situation at the beginning
of the chat, this part may be empty.
(2) Dialogue collection: For each dialogue, two
crowd-workers (one plays the chatbot, the other
plays the user) are randomly paired and given random persona. They are required to organize a di-
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Persona seen by bot

Conversation

𝜌#&

𝜌!&

我最喜欢的书是《傲慢与偏见》
（My favorite book is “Pride and Prejudice”）

B: 你好啊，最近又看电视剧了吗？(Hello, have you watched TV shows recently? )

我喜欢看综合格斗比赛
(I like watching UFC)

𝜌%&

𝜌$&
我很爱看书
(I love reading)

我看了很多电视剧
(I watched a lot of TV shows)

𝜌#"

𝜌!"

B: 说的是，我也不怎么看，我看书比较多一些 。(Me too, I prefer to read books rather
&
than watch TV shows.) 𝜌$

我是一个12岁的女孩
(I am a 12 year old girl)

Bot Persona

U: 你都喜欢看什么书呀？(What books do you like to read?)
B: 最近在看《傲慢与偏见》，很不错的。(I’ve been reading Pride and Prejudice recently,
&
it's pretty good.) 𝜌!

我喜欢做菜
(I like to cook)

U: 听过，但没看过。 (I‘ve heard it, but I haven’t read this book.)
B: 我估计你大部分时间是在研究菜谱了吧？(I guess you spend most of your time studying
"
recipes.) 𝜌#

said

said

U: 也没有大部分时间，业余爱好吧。(This is my hobby.)

User Persona

𝜌$"

unsaid
我喜欢吃豆腐
(I like tofu)

𝜌!"

U: 没呢，最近也没什么好看的电视剧呀。(No, there are no good TV shows lately.)

unsaid

B: 最近又研究什么美食了吗？(Have you studied any food recently?)

𝜌%"

U: 昨天尝试了下做麻婆豆腐，照着菜谱做，但没做好。(I tried to make Mapo Tofu
"
yesterday, following the recipe, but I didn’t make it.) 𝜌$

我刚大学毕业
(I just graduated from university)

B: 很正常，做多了就好了(Not bad, practice makes perfect.)

Persona seen by user

Figure 2: Example of our proposed DuLeMon dataset with both chatbot’s and user’s persona. It has two important
features: one is that during the conversation, the chatbot can see the persona of both parties; the other is that the
persona information associated with the response is explicitly labeled in our dataset which is shown as the ρu and
ρs in the figure.

alogue based on the given persona. The chatbot
should think more about chatting to make it go
on. It should utilize the known user’s persona to
conduct the in-depth chat. The user will act as an
ordinary user to cooperate with the conversation.
The content of the chat can be selected from the
given persona. It must not be irrelevant for the
given information, nor can it conflict with the given
persona.

Category

SELF

BOTH

# Dialogues
# Utterances
Avg. # turns
Avg. length of utterances
Avg. # bot persona
Avg. # user persona (seen)
Avg. # user persona (unseen)

24500
400472
16.3
19.7
4.0
0
4.0

3001
48522
16.2
21.2
4.0
4.4
1.3

Table 2: Statistics of DuLeMon.

(3) Persona Grounding Labeling: This part
annotates whether the current response uses the
given persona information and whether the current
sentence is a persona sentence. For each utterance,
we first let the annotators label whether it uses
persona or not. Furthermore, the annotator should
label the grounding persona (from chatbot or user)
being used in the response. Therefore, through
this process, the direct relationship between the
response and the persona can be given. Then, for
sentences that use the persona, we further annotate
whether the utterance is a persona sentence or not.

To scale the amount of data, we also collected
conversations where the user’s persona was not visible to the bot, following the PersonaChat (Zhang
et al., 2018). Finally, our DuLeMon dataset consists of two parts. In DeLeMon-SELF, the bot
only knows its own persona, while in DuLeMonBOTH, it also knows part of the user’s persona
(as described above). The overall statistics of the
DuLeMon are shown in Table 2.

4

Model Architecture

In this work, we propose a long-term memory dialogue system based on an explicit memory readwrite mechanism. It includes three parts: persona
extractor, long-term persona memory, and generation module. Through the read and write operations
of the long-term memory module, the user’s and
chatbot’s persona can be stored, updated, and read.
The overall framework is shown in Figure3.
4.1

Persona Extractor

Given an utterance or text span as input, our persona extractor can assign each input a label to indicate if it contains persona information. Here we
train an ERNIE-CNN network architecture in a supervised way on an annotated persona-utterance
dataset as this persona extractor. Specifically,
the ERNIE-CNN network employs a pre-trained
ERNIE2 (Sun et al., 2019) network for sentence representation, and another CNN model (Kim, 2014)
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https://wenxin.baidu.com/

Chatbot

User

①
Persona Memory

你好
(Hello)

Retriever: CPM
Triplet

Just call me Xiaozhang

User‘s

你好，怎么称呼？
(Hello, what’s your name?)
叫我小张就行
(Just call me Xiaozhang)

Cosine

我叫小明，你在干啥呢
(I’m Xiaoming, what are you doing)

…….

我在看电视呢，我特别喜欢电视剧
(I’m watching TV, I really like TV series)

ERNIE

ERNIE

Positive Persona

Context

Negative Persona

②
History

……

Retriever

After multiple sessions

Generator: PLATO
NLL

③

小张，好久不见！
(Long time No See, Xiaozhang!)

UniLM

Generator
Context

最近又看电视剧了吗
(Have you watched TV series recently? )

(a) Dialogue Flow

ERNIE
I’m Xiaoming

Bot’s

是啊，好久不见！
(Yeah, long time!)

Cosine

I really like TV series

Persona
Extractor

Response

User Persona

(b) System Pipeline

Bot Persona

Context

Response

(c) Models

Figure 3: Illustration of our system PLATO-LTM. (a) shows the dialogue flow. (b) describes the modules and
pipeline of our system. It consists of a persona extractor (PE), a long-term persona memory, a retriever, and a
1 The long-term memory contains both user persona and chatbot persona extracted from the dialogue
generator. ⃝
2 The retriever uses context as query to retrieve related personas in memory ⃝
3 concatenates the
history by PE . ⃝
retrieved text to the context and use the generator to produce the generated response. (c) details our generator
PLATO-2 and ranker CPM (Context Persona Matching).

for classification.
Training procedure. First, we collect the firstversion training dataset, in which there are 6k utterances (from the DuLeMon corpus and Chinese
social forum corpus) being human-annotated with
positive or negative class labels. Second, using the
aforementioned dataset, we train five ERNIE-CNN
network (with different pre-training parameter versions) based models (called pc-stage1). Third, we
employ these five models to automatically annotate
1.4 million utterances with labels, where these utterances are collected from the DuLeMon and the
online Chinese social forum. We then refine this
augmented dataset as the final-version dataset with
the following steps: (a) Given an utterance, if there
are at least two of the above five models identifying
it as a positive sample, then it is attached with a
positive label, (b) otherwise it is attached with a
negative label. Finally, we train the five models on
the final-version dataset and select the one with the
best performance as our persona extractor (named
pc-stage2).
Inference procedure. First, given an utterance,
we segment it into clauses with the use of punctuation marks. Second, we use the persona extractor

mentioned above to classify each clause with a label and then collect the clause with a positive label
as persona sentences.
4.2

Long-Term Memory

The long-term memory (LTM) module maintains
memories to store the historical persona information from the user and the chatbot, respectively.
The most critical operations are reading and writing based on the context persona matching (CPM)
model. We use context encoder Ec (·) to encode the
current context c, and use persona encoder Eρ (·) to
encode the persona ρi . E(·) is the encoder’s output
on the first input token ([CLS]), corresponding to
the input’s pooled representation.
The encoder Ec and Eρ is initialized with the
ERNIE model and then trained on our DuLeMon
corpus. For each training sample, we define the
positive persona as the persona used in the current
user’s utterance and the bot’s response (including
bot persona and user persona seen by bot), and the
negative persona as the remaining persona of the
current session. Given context c, a positive persona
ρ+ , and a negative persona ρ− , we use triplet loss
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r = {xm+1 , xm+2 , ..., xN }, the conditional
probability of p(r|c, ρu , ρs ) can be written as the
product of a series of conditional probabilities:

to tune the network as:

max sim(c, ρ+ ) − sim(c, ρ− ) + α, 0
We set the margin α = 0.2 in our experiments.
Below we describe the specific read and write process of the long-term memory module.
Write: We use the PE module to identify the
persona in the dialogue history as the candidate
information to be written. It needs to eliminate
duplicates before writing. Specifically, calculate
the cosine similarity with the persona in memory
to get the most approximate persona ρj . When
the similarity between ρi and ρj exceeds the given
duplication threshold sdup , replace ρj in memory
with ρi ; otherwise, write ρi directly into the memory. When writing to memory, save {ρi , Eρ (ρi )}
pair for the subsequent reading. We measure the
distance with the cosine similarity as:
sim(ρi , ρj ) = cos(Eρ (ρi ), Eρ (ρj ))

(1)

Read: The reading process can be regarded as
the retrieval process from memory. First, we use
the efficient similarity search of dense vectors to
select candidates. Then a matching model is utilized to score the relevance of the candidates to the
current context. The similarity between the context
and the persona using cosine similarity:
sim(c, ρi ) = cos(Ec (c), Eρ (ρi ))

p(r|c, ρu , ρs ) =

4.3 Generation Module
We trained our model on the basis of the PLATO2 (Bao et al., 2020) architecture which adopts the
generic transformer language model (Vaswani et al.,
2017) and leverages a stack of masked multi-head
self-attention layers to train on massive dialogue
data 3 .
Given the conversation context c
=
{u1 , s1 , u2 , s2 , ..., ut−1 , st−1 , ut },
the
corresponding user persona ρu and chatbot
persona ρs , the ground truth response as

p(rt |c, ρu , ρs , r<t )

(3)

t

Therefore, we need to minimize the following
negative log-likelihood (NLL) loss:
LN LL = −E log p(r|c, ρu , ρs )
= −E

T
X

log p(rt |c, ρu , ρs , r<t )

(4)

t=1

where T is the length of the target response r and
r<t denotes previously generated words. Since the
response generation is a uni-directional decoding
process, each token in the response only attends to
those before it. As for the context, bi-directional
attention is enabled for better natural language understanding.
We added two strategies to distinguish different
roles in the dialogue and prevent the confusing use
of persona information.
• Role Embedding (Bao et al., 2021): different role embedding is used to distinguish the
persona of different chat parties, abbreviated
role_embed.

(2)

The top k persona candidates ρu in the user memory and top k candidates ρs in the chatbot memory
are used for response generation. To model persona sparsity in dialogue, we filter out the persona,
whose similarity score is lower than the similarity
threshold sc .

N
Y

• Role Token: splicing "system persona" before
the chatbot persona and "user persona" before
the user persona, abbreviated role_token.

5

Experiments

In this section, we present the baselines, experiment settings, model comparisons, and results of
experiments.
5.1

Compared Methods

As baselines, we select state-of-the-art methods to
compare with our method.

3
There are two stages within the PLATO-2 model, the first
stage conduct candidate responses generation and the second
stage conduct responses selection. We only implement our
work on the first stage of PLATO-2.
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• PLATO-2 (Bao et al., 2020): The SOTA opendomain dialogue model.
• PLATO-FT: The PLATO-2 model fine-tuned
on our proposed DuLeMon dataset.
• PLATO-LTM: The PLATO-FT model with
our proposed long-term memory (LTM).

• PLATO-LTM w/o PE: PLATO-LTM without
the persona extractor (PE) module, which
stores all history utterances (user and bot separately) into memory without persona extraction.

Model

ACC

Precision

Recall

F1

pc-stage1
pc-stage2

0.91
0.92

0.96
0.95

0.84
0.87

0.90
0.91

Table 3: Comparison of two-stage models of our persona classifier.

5.2 Experiment Settings
Automatic Evaluation Metrics. We use Precision,
Recall and F1 to evaluate the persona classification model. For the long-term memory module, we
use the AUC and recall@k to evaluate the ranking
model. We evaluate responses generated by the
models using PPL, BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002),
and F1 with reference to the human-annotated responses and DISTINCT-1/2 (Zhao et al., 2017).
More recently, Adiwardana et al. (2020) has shown
the correlation between perplexity and human judgment in open-domain chit-chat models.
Human Evaluation Metrics. In human evaluation,
we employ three utterance-level metrics, including coherence, consistency, engagingness. Three
crowd-sourcing workers are asked to score the response/dialogue quality on a scale of [0, 1, 2]. The
higher score, the better. These criteria are discussed
as follows:

0.9, which shows that our model can effectively recognize the persona information from the dialogue
history and ensure that the persona information
can be correctly stored in the long-term memory.
Therefore, the pc-stage2 model is adopted in our
system to recognize the persona in the dialogue
history.
5.3.2

Selection of Generative Models

In this part, we first analyze the effects of each
module and then analyze the results of the manual
evaluation of our entire system, PLATO-LTM.

The generative model utilizes the current context
and persona information retrieved from long-term
memory to generate the response. We first evaluate
the effect of the CPM model on retrieval persona
information. The AUC on the automatic test set is
0.76, recall@5 is 0.83, which shows that our model
can efficiently retrieve relevant persona from the
long-term memory.
The effect of the generative model reflects the
model’s ability to use the content of long-term
memory to generate the response. Therefore, we
select the best generative model to utilize better
the retrieved persona information to generate. The
result is shown in Table 4. We use the 12L model
to conduct experiments to compare different models. The experiment results show that PLATO-FT +
role_embed + role_token is the best. Compared to
PLATO-FT, the PPL can decrease to 13.377, showing that both strategies are effective. In order to
further improve the model, we increased the model
size and further trained with the 32L model. Experiment results have shown that the PPL of the
32L model is lower than the 12L model by 4.4 and
F1 increased by 2.5, which can further improve the
generative model. Therefore, PLATO-FT 32L +
role_embed + role_token model is adopted in our
system.

5.3.1 Results of Persona Extractor

5.3.3

We measure the performance of the persona extractor. To measure the performance of different
models, we manually annotated the test set (the
number of test sets is 200). We select the best of
the first and second stages. The result is shown in
Table 3. The pc-stage2 model is better than that of
the pc-stage1 model. The F1 of the model exceeds

Self-chat has been widely used in the evaluation
of dialogue systems (Li et al., 2016b; Roller et al.,
2021; Bao et al., 2020), where the model plays
the roles of both parties in the dialogue. To better control variables, we use our proposed PLATOLTM as a user simulator in our experiments and ask
all chatbots (including PLATO-LTM) to chat sepa-

• Coherence: an utterance-level metric, measuring whether the response is relevant and
consistent with the context.
• Consistency: an utterance-level metric, evaluating whether the response is consistent with
the persona in the dialogue history.
• Engagingness: an utterance-level metric, assessing whether the annotator would like to
talk with the speaker for each response in the
long-term conversation.
5.3 Results
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Human Evaluation

Model

PPL

BLUE-1/2

DISTINT-1/2

F1

PLATO-FT 12L
PLATO-FT 12L + role_embed
PLATO-FT 12L + role_token
PLATO-FT 12L + role_embed + role_token

13.641
13.387
13.553
13.377

0.190/0.081
0.180/0.080
0.193/0.081
0.194/0.081

0.061/0.277
0.062/0.274
0.060/0.272
0.060/0.267

21.02
20.98
21.28
21.59

PLATO-FT 32L + role_embed + role_token

9.380

0.194/0.087

0.068/0.296

22.61

Table 4: Comparison of automatic evaluation metric results among different generative models.
Model
PLATO-2
PLATO-FT
PLATO-LTM
PLATO-LTM w/o PE

Coherence

Consistency

Engagingness

1.70
1.59
1.67
1.57

0.13
0.40
0.87
0.49

1.46
1.40
1.54
1.43

Table 5: Comparison of human evaluation metric results on self-chat dialogues among our model and baselines. All
the above generation models are 32L. The PLATO-FT is with role embedding and role token strategies.

rately with the user simulator. After that, the crowdsourcing workers evaluate only the responses generated by the chatbots other than the simulator. The
details are as follows.
Each chatbot chats with the user simulator for
10 episodes, each containing 4 long sessions, and
each session contains 16 rounds. As in Bao et al.
(2020), we do not impose any restrictions on the
chats except for specifying session openings. We
pre-select some session openings from the DuLeMon test set, start the interactive conversation with
these openings, and ask the two bots to perform
chats given the context.
The results are shown in Table 5, from which we
can get the following key results:
(1) The long-Term Memory mechanism can
significantly improve dialogue consistency. As
shown in Table 5, in terms of dialogue consistency,
our two models, PLATO-LTM and PLATO-FT,
can achieve scores of 0.87 and 0.40, respectively,
which is significantly better than the baseline model
PLATO-2. Furthermore, when we compare the performance of PLATO-LTM with PLATO-FT, it can
be seen that the use of Long-Term Memory and
persona extractor can boost the performance of
PLATO-FT with a relative improvement of 118%.
Moreover, the model of PLATO-LTM w/o PE can
achieve a score of 0.49, which is still better than
the PLATO-FT model. It indicates that long-term
memory without a persona extractor is still effective in improving persona consistency.
(2) With the long-term memory mechanism,
the use of persona extractor can significantly
improve persona consistency and dialogue engagingness. As shown in Table 5, in terms of dia-

logue consistency, the two models, PLATO-LTM
(using PE) and PLATO-LTM w/o PE, can achieve
scores of 0.87 and 0.49 respectively, indicating that
the use of persona extractor can significantly improve dialogue consistency. In terms of dialogue
engagingness, PLATO-LTM can obtain a score of
1.54, outperforming the baseline model PLATO-2.
In addition, when we remove PE from PLATOLTM, its performance drops from 1.54 (the score
of PLATO-LTM) to 1.43 (that of PLATO-LTM w/o
PE), indicating that the use of persona extractor can
improve the performance of PLATO-FT.
(3) Fine-tuning on the small-scale dataset will
slightly hurt the performance of pre-trained dialogue models in dialogue coherence. In terms
of dialogue coherence, the PLATO-FT model (finetuned on our dataset) achieve a score of 1.59, which
is lower than that of the baseline model PLATO
(not finetuned on our dataset). The possible reason
is that during the self-play procedure for system
evaluation, their dialogs usually cover a wide range
of topics, and then it is challenging to generate appropriate or coherent responses when given these
open-domain topics in contexts. The finetuning procedure might hurt the capability of the pre-trained
dialogue model in terms of response appropriateness or dialogue coherence, leading to the inferior
performance of PLATO-LTM and its variants.

6

Conclusion

In this paper, We present a novel LeMon (Longterm Memory Conversation) task and then build the
corresponding dataset DuLeMon, introducing longterm persona modelling into large-scale generative
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dialogue models. We further propose a Long-Term
Memory (LTM) as a plug-in component of stateof-the-art large-scale generative dialogue models.
LTM consists of user memory and chatbot memory,
where the user memory is for understanding and
memorizing persona information mentioned by the
user, and the chatbot memory attempts to keep its
persona information to be continuously updated
over time. Experiment results show that our system PLATO-LTM can make effective use of both
parties’ persona information from dialogue history
to enhance dialogue consistency and engagingness
when conducting a long-term conversation. In the
future, we will further study the possibility of using reinforcement learning with human feedback
signals to help long-term conversation.

7

Ethical Considerations

We are sure that DuLeMon has been collected in
a manner that is consistent with the terms of use
of any sources and the intellectual property and
privacy rights of the original authors of the texts.
Meanwhile, our project is approved by an IRB. Finally, we also provide details on the characteristics
of DuLeMon and steps taken to ensure the potential problems with the quality of the dataset do not
create additional risks.
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Details of Data Collection

• The dialogue contains at least 8 turns (each
person speaks at least 8 utterances);
At the same time, we also let the crowdworkers
pay attention to the follows: 1. Use as many words
as possible, and do not repeat them. The overall
dialogue strives to be natural, smooth, and not embarrassing. 2. Do not simply copy and paste the
sentences in the personal information and express
them as richly as possible. If it is found that 50%
of the fragments of any given sentence appear in
the conversation, it is a non-compliant conversation. 3. When using persona information, do not
copy it entirely, and talk about relevant content
around the persona. For example, if the persona
setting contains the sentence "I am a painter", the
response can be that "I have painted many beautiful
paintings and held several exhibitions"; 4. If the
question raised by the other speaker is not covered
in the given personal information, the reply can be
freely used; if there is any reference or related information in the given personal information, reply
according it.
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B

Details of Models

Generation Model For the Generation model, We
follow PLATO-2 (Bao et al., 2020). The maximum
length of context, user persona, and chatbot persona are set to 384, 76, and 52, respectively. The
vocabulary contains 30K Chinese BPE tokens. We
optimize all models using Adam (Kingma and Ba,
2015) with every batch of B = 16384 tokens and
learning rate of lr = 5e − 5. We conduct all experiments on NVIDIA V100 32GB and A100 48GB
GPUs.
Long-term Memory For both user memory and
chatbot memory, we set duplication threshold
sdup = 0.95, number of candidates K = 5, and
similarity threshold sc = 0.7. Due to the persona
sparsity of dialogue and the efficiency of our persona storage, we do not limit the memory capacity.

C

Cases of PLATO-LTM

To concretely demonstrate the long-term persona
ability in a long-term conversation, we further provide a cherry-picked example of one episode conversation (between PLATO-LTM and PLATO-2) in
Figure 4.
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Session 1

PLATO-LTM

PLATO-2

Session 3

PLATO-LTM

PLATO-2

你在做什么呢?
What are you doing?

…
好吧,那你现在是单身了?
Okay, so you're single now?

在看小说,你呢?
Reading a novel, are you?

对啊,单身很久了
Yeah, I've been single for a long time

我在看电视剧,你看的什么小说啊
I'm watching a TV series, what novel are you reading?
那你想找一个吗
So you want to find a girlfriend?

我看的是我自己写的小说
I read the novel I wrote myself

你是要给我介绍对象么
Are you going to introduce me to someone?

哇,你还会写小说啊
Wow, you can write a novel

可以啊,我们班有好几个单身的
Yes, there are several single people in our class

是啊,我是学中文系的
Yeah, I'm a literature major

你们班的就算了吧
Forget about your class

那你现在是做什么工作的啊
What kind of work do you do now?
我们班的怎么了
What happened to our class?

在一家公司做文职
Worked as a clerk in a company

没怎么,不想找本班的
I don't want to find a girlfriend in my class.

哦哦,那你是写什么类型小说的啊
Oh oh, so what kind of novel are you writing?

哈哈,我也不想,因为我快毕业了
Ha ha, I do not want to, because I will soon graduate

我写的是校园的
I write campus literature

那你是什么院的?
And what institution are you from?

哇,那你好厉害啊
Wow, that's awesome!

我是计算机的
I am from the School of Computer Science

你是学生吗?还是已经工作了
Are you a student? Or are you already working?

哦哦,我是管院的
Oh oh, I'm from the School of Management

我大三了,你呢
I'm a junior, how about you?

那你们管院的女生多吗
Are there many girls in your school?

我大四了,快毕业了
I'm a senior in college, and I'm about to graduate

多啊,女生比男生多
There are more girls than boys

你是学什么专业的呀
What are you majoring in?
那你可以找一个啊
Then you can find one ah

我学的是电子商务
I studied e-commerce

Session 2

PLATO-LTM

我也想找啊,可是没有合适的啊
I'd like to find one, but there's no one suitable.

PLATO-2

Session 4

PLATO-LTM

你喜欢看什么书啊？
What kind of books do you like to read?
我看的书比较杂,不过最喜欢的还是小说
I read a variety of books, but most like the novel

PLATO-2

今天基金又大涨了，好开心呀
The fund is up again today, I'm so happy!

那你的小说是你自己写的吗?
And did you write your novel yourself?

你买的什么基金啊
What fund did you buy?
不是,都是看别人的
No, it's all copied from others

我买的是股票基金
I bought equity funds

你不是自己写了一本小说吗?
Didn't you write a novel of your own?

你买了多少钱的基金
How many funds did you buy?
不是我写的,是一个朋友写的
I didn't write it, but a friend wrote it

我买了一万块钱的
I bought $10,000

…

…
你是学的什么专业啊?
What is your major?

嗯嗯,你的小说写的怎么样了
Well, how's your novel coming along?

我学的是计算机
I majored in Computer Science

写着玩的,没人看
Written for fun, no one reads it
那以后的工作是关于什么的啊?
So what's your job about in the future?

你写的小说是什么啊
What's the novel you're writing?

我以后想从事编程方面的工作。
I would like to pursue a career in programming in the future.

我也不知道我写的是什么
I don't know what I wrote either

哦,这样啊,你是哪的人啊?
Oh, so, where are you from?

你自己写的你还不知道啊
You wrote it yourself and you don't know it?

我是河南的,你呢?
I'm from Henan, how about you?

我自己都看不懂,你说我知道不
I can‘t even read it myself, do you think I know it ?

我是山东的,现在在江苏工作
I am from Shandong, now working in Jiangsu

好吧,那你现在还在做销售吗
Okay, so are you still in sales?

哦,你做的什么工作啊?
Oh, what kind of work do you do?

没有,我现在做的是行政
No, I'm working in administration now.

我是做的网络营销,就是网络销售
I am doing online marketing, that is, online sales

Figure 4: A cherry-picked example of one episode conversation between PLATO-LTM and PLATO-2.
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